If you are the type of person who enjoys mathematics and science, likes solving problems and tackling creative challenges (like developing algorithms for the next wave of mobile communications devices), then computer science might be right for you. A degree in computer science can lead to a fascinating career where your talent is showcased and where your salary is significantly above that of many other fields. In addition, there remains an insufficient number of computer scientists to fill current demand, a situation that is not expected to change in the foreseeable future. Computer scientists work in such areas as industrial design, system administration, software engineering, web site maintenance, computer gaming and information security.

Why Computer Science?
If you are the type of person who enjoys mathematics and science, likes solving problems and tackling creative challenges (like developing algorithms for the next wave of mobile communications devices), then computer science might be right for you. A degree in computer science can lead to a fascinating career where your talent is showcased and where your salary is significantly above that of many other fields. In addition, there remains an insufficient number of computer scientists to fill current demand, a situation that is not expected to change in the foreseeable future. Computer scientists work in such areas as industrial design, system administration, software engineering, web site maintenance, computer gaming and information security.

Why Computer Science at SUNY Orange?
For 25 years, our computer science program has been successfully sending students to complete their studies at a variety of local and regional colleges and universities. Most of those students transferred with full junior status into a program of their choice. We pledge to provide you with a first-rate program that parallels those at most upper-division institutions. We also provide a top-notch education at a very affordable price. We are committed to your success. You can begin realizing your dreams right here at SUNY Orange.

Top 5 Reasons You Should Study Computer Science at SUNY Orange

- SUNY Orange provides a caring environment aimed at helping students succeed.
- Students in the computer science program will benefit by learning from a group of highly experienced professors.
- Small classes help students receive individualized instruction.
- SUNY Orange students are part of a close-knit student community.
- Many graduates of the computer science program have successfully transferred to four-year colleges and universities to pursue advanced degrees.

At SUNY Orange, we are passionate about teaching and we are committed to providing a friendly and supportive environment for you. If you are equally passionate about your future, you may want to investigate all that SUNY Orange has to offer.

“If you have the dream, we have the way.”